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Abstract 
Empiricist stand toward set-theoretical analysis is introduced to the e妊ectthat the use of ordinal 
numbers is to b巴 limitedto th巴 2ndclas at mosL The family of Borel sets is thereby n巴cessarily
given some revisions. Through some reconstructive problems， I1otions of theoretical noise and 
reflective effect ofaxioms newly come to b己involvedin argunients. In the final part，' the method 
of trans-induction is again taken up and is given some detailed discussions 
1. Reachabilitγ 
In practical observations， the number of samples is naturally exp~cted to be 
limited to五niteness. Hence it cannot be extended beyond enumerabilitチ 80，if 
we insist on this practical viewpoint， al limiting processes should be ascertained 
by enumerable steps. For instance， we wiU hereby assert: 
Destination R j • On a simple-ordered set of indices 1， ifthe formula 
limJ，=J 
，EI 
is assertively全osited，a ce:巾仇 subsequenceof indices 
(ι)止=1，2，ー.
must exist in 1 such that 
li?1Ju=J. 
This may be stated thus: the limit J is reachable by (J，小 Asis we11-known， 
the 3rd class ordinal number Q (say， that of the set of a1 ordinal numbers up 
through the 2nd class) cannot be reached by any enumerable stepping of numbers 
of the 2nd class. Therefore， the concept Q mUst be suppressed if Destination Rj 
is to be demanded. Thus we may start the empiricist theory in which are to be 
avoided a1 the ordinal numbers of higher classes than the 2nd one. 
In the empiricist view of inspection， the construction of an integral may not 
be more complicated than what is stated in the fo11owing: 
Destination R2・ For aJ:ザ ensembleof disjoint sets (凡)わしいにM)，if it 
alwaysξ所ctthat 
f(1守)ニ L;f(Nk)
with 
* 紀国谷芳雄
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N= UNk， 
then we hα切
f(N) = t3f(P) for any Nc_二M.
PEN 
This is， as it is， a definition of the integral 
t3f(P)'). (1. 1) 
But， ithas never been from the first evident that we could consider the concept 
(1. 1) to be enclosed with such a simple constitution. 1t is just a destination en-
gendered by the empiricist process of inspection. Whatever destination emerges， al 
the limiting processes occured in it cannot be managed beyond the destination Rl 
and al dividing processes cannot be managed beyond the destination R2' as far as 
the empiricist viewpoint is to be conformed. 
On account of the above-stated situation， the destination R， (resp. R2) may be 
thought as a sort of reflector for the empiricist process of limiting (resp. dividing). 
1n e任ect，we are to encounter with more cases with similar properties， so that we 
may have the theory of r41ections on empiricist analysis， in which Destinations R， 
and R2 will be posited as Reflections R， and R2 respectively. 
2. Rough Destination 
Borel seお arede五nedas the sets which belong to the smallest family ~ of 
subsets of the given set (the finite dimensional Euclidian space， inour case) satisfying 
the following three conditions: 
(a) eveηI closed set belongs to ~; 
(b) if Mnε ~ for n=1， 2，…， then UMnE~; 
(c) if M正治 forn=1， 2，…， then nM，点~.
In the classic theory， making use of ordinal numbers， Borel sets are classified in 
classesおα，where α< Q， in the following manner: 
1. the class泊。 isthe family of al closed sets; 
2. for α=え+n>U，where A is a limit ordinal and n is a non-negative integer， 
the classおαisthe family of al sets of the form 
n Mk or U Mk 
k=l k=l 
according to whether n is even or odd， and sets M" M2' ・・ belong to classes of 
indices less than α. 
From the empiricist viewpoint， Borel sets cannot be accepted as making up a 
factual family， becauseちαmustbe laid upon the succession of ordinal numbers 
up through the 2nd class which are not reachable to Q by any enumerable stepping. 
However， the number Q may herein be regarded as a symbolical bound of processes 
devised over the 1st and 2nd class ordinal numbers， though they are not to make 
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up a factual totaL Moreover， the multifariousness thus symbolically bounded by 
[.} may not be counted as beyond the density of continuum c_ Hence we may have 
ρ'::;;c (2.1) 
in the sense of symbolical use. On the other hand， itis clearly veri五edthat 
君。.:;c . 
These being so， itmay be permitted with no contradiction to the empiricist view 
that 
Q3"互c. (2.2) 
(2. 1) and (2.2) may be regarded as destinations in connection with the insertion 
of the symbolical bound [.} We adopt and specify such a process as“ρrinciple 
01 a rough destination". 1t is notable that reflections and rough destinations alike 
are the e妊ectsof the devices assumed for residual p町tsof descriptions. 
3. Noises 
When， fo:r any element x， one and only one of the following two cases， (i)
zεM， and (i) :どにM，is promised to occur， the set M is descriptive. Then， ifthe 
family of Borel sets is to be admitted as the infimum of families which satisfy the 
three conditions (a) through (c) cited in Section 2， itmust be regarded as descriptive. 
1n this case， for a set M， whether we can really know M to be a Borel set or 
not is essentiallly beside the question. However， itmay not be contradicted that 
such a promise of descriptivity is too abstract and too hypotheticaL 1n effect， as 
has already been referred to in Section 2， ifa set M is to be recognized as a Borel 
set when， and only when， there exists a 1st or 2nd class ordinal number αsuch 
that 
Mεおαヲ
then the family of Borel setsお maynot be managed without the rough destination 
formula 
お=UQ3α・
αく且
1n this view， ifwe take the empiricist stand， the family Q3 may not be regarded 
as descriptive; hence the question of whether a set M is a Borel set or not will 
give a noise for our recognition. Thus we see that a theoretical noise is engendered 
in accordance with the situation in which we intend to manage a construction of 
objects. 
As has so far been stated， an empiricist cannot reach the density of continuum 
by any stepping of ordinal numbers. But， ifhe takes a real axis， he may not insist 
on any noise about descriptivity of the set of real numbers， the sum of which gives 
the density of continuum. 
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In classic texts， itis stated that the theorem of we11耐orderingis deduced 
from the axiom of choice. But， an empiricist does not look at the situation in 
this way. As he gives up using of ordinal numbers beyond the 2nd classフ no
deducing connection can be found between the we11-ordering and the axiom of 
choice. Thus we see that any noise about the we11-ordering is engendered from 
the endless succession of ordinal numbers， and not from the axiom of choice itself。
4. Trans-induction 
In the previous paperぺtheauthor introduced the method of trans-induction 
and applied it to inductions of some important propositions. But， afterwards， he 
has come to feel discontented with the exposition therein given by him. So， in 
this place， he intends to give some detailed discussions about the trans-inductive 
mode to reconstruct the design of the induction *. 
When a property T relates to a set Y， the fo11owing two cases are distinguished: 
( i ) that Y satis五esT exactly means that every element of Y satisfies t; 
(i) T depends on some constructive relations between Y and its elements. 
In either case， ifT issatis五edby Y， we write 
YCT or TコY. (4.1) 
When (i) is the case， this means that 
(VxεY)(xct). 
Moreover， after (4. 1) occurs， there are distinguished two cases: 
(1) Y is yet extensible w. r. t. t， i.e. there exists another set Z such that 
YcZ and Zct; (4.2) 
(2) Y is inextensible w.r.t. t， i.e. there is no such set Z that (4.2). 
For an inextensible case we will conveniently involve the case where Y ctt. 
If the implication 
(Y: extensible w. r. t. t) 1> (立y)ωi.Y， YU {y} ct) (4.3) 
is promised， itgives a hopeful light toward the trans-inductive mode2). But this is 
not su伍cient，because an inextensible set may not always be reached by the only 
property (4.3)， that is to say: if we， by virtue of (4.3)， have an increasing sequence 
of sets 
Y，c}'二c…
with 
Ykct for a1 k= 1，2，・1
it is not always assured that the set 
デ=U Yk 
* Propositions previously demonstrated by means of trans-induction may stil be held unchanged. 
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may be made inextensible. For an argument of this situation， abstract treatment 
seems di伍cult，so let us turn our eyes to an explicit case in the following. 
If 
Y C.t l> (Y is a basal system)， 
ゎis called a basaZ proper.砂・ Let us denote the span of a set Y (the smallest 
complete vector space which involves Y) by V y・ Fora given basal property .t 
and for a given set Z， we intend to seek for such a system Y that Y C.t and 
V y= V z (i.e. Y is an equivalent basal set to Z). In this case， we can succesfully 
take the following situation which is called a trans-inductive mode: if Y C V z， 
YC.t and yE V z-V y， then we may， by a practically exact procedure，五ndsuch 
an element y' that 
y'EVz-Vy 1 
and (4.4) 
T三{プ}u YC.t a吋 yεVY'. J 
If a trans-inductive mode with respective to .t holds in the space V z， the 
process {4. 4) is to be found possible unless Y is inextensible. Hence， the consum-
mation of the process (4. 4) must hereupon be found as the existence of an inex司
tensible set， which may be expressed as the limit of a sequence of extensible sets. 
This is a trans-induction (say， of progressiveかpe).
If by the trans五niteinduction， the processes (4. 4) are to be laid upon a suc-
cessive disposition of indices which are ordinal numbers. Then， on suppressing 
the property of well-ordering of the indication大theremay be left only the increasing 
state of indices， so that we may have 
(ヨ1)(1is a simple-ordered set)(V{， KE1)(Y，c V z & Y， c .þ)({~κ l> Y，c YJ. (4.5) 
In this case， the trans-induction will e旺'ectthe result that the set 
y = UY， (4.6) 
is inextensible. 
In the above-stated situation， we may not neglect the point that， ifa noise is 
promised to the proceeding of ordinal numbers， then it may be natural to expect 
that some noise shall be promised to the leaping from (4. 4) to the existence of an 
indication 1 with property (4.6). On this problem， itwill be specially notable that， 
there is no essential obstruction for the ensemble of sets (Y，) to be reachable (in 
the empiricist view) to an inextensible set Y. Besides， ifno factual reason is found 
to prevent the existence of 1， no noise shall be really destined for 1. 
5. Trans-inductive In6mum 
About a result of trans-induction on a basal case， itmay not always be assured 
* This rneans the set of indices. 
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that the set Y of (4.6) satisfies t. A property T iscalled an integrant proper.か
if T satisfies the following conditions: (1) T isregressive， i.e. whenever Y(l)CZ(ll， 
Y(1)ct and Z(2)CZ(1)， we have Y(l) nZ(2)ct; (2) for any simple-ordered set 1， if
Y，c Y， for l~ KEI， and (VcEI) (Y，ct)， then U Y，ct. When to is an integrant 
property， the basal property T de五nedby 
t = (to & basal)， (5. 1) 
gives us the expectation that there may exist an equivalent basis Y to Y of (4.6) 
with respect to T such that 
Yct. 
By T we will indicate， in the sequel， a property de五nedby (5. 1). 
It is readily seen from the de命lItionthat 
YCto， 
if 
YcY. (5.2) 
As the problem really occurs only when Y is a superbasis， Y will possibly be 
expected in the relation (5. 2). When Y is a superbasis， there may be found a 
family of superbases (1九)刷 witha simple-ordered indication A such that 
yλコY"whenever À~ t (εA). 
Then， on replacing the family (Y，) shown in (4.5) by the family (Y，) defined as 
Y， = YnY， 
with 
Y = nY" 
we have 
Y，cYκE二YcYμCl九
whenever c ~ K (ε1) and À~ μ(ε A). In this case， itis readily seen that 
Y = UY，. 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
If Y is a superbasis again， starting from Y instead of Y， a similar process 
will possibly be taken. So we adopt this situation as a trans-inductive mode and 
demand the conclusion that Y is a basis of V y・ Thisis also a trans-induction 
(say， of reg何 'slve砂pe). The basal set Y hereby resulted， will be called a trans-
inductive infimum. 
Y isnot an usual infimum， because it is assigned basalness to be provided for 
its existence. This may be thought as a modality which consists of inference of 
the formulas (5. 3) through (5. 5) and the conclusion such destined for the objects 
as couched in the above， and which may be established in the behavior that any 
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noise is to be suppressed unless it is a factual one to obstruct the induction_ 
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